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Abstract - A new teaching experience is presented in this paper. The author introduces purposefully more
advanced analytical methods in his engineering technology curricula. Theauthor integrates mathematical
explanations and physical insights into technology courses such asanalog communication systems, digital
communications, andelectric power generation, transmission, and distribution. This instruction improves
the students’ performance inside and outside of the classroom. Encouraged by responses from students, the
author develops an new course, which serves as a technical elective,to present to the students the analytical
methods. The paper describes how the course is developed and what content is included. Major questions
that may be encountered during the educational practice are also discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of mathematics and science will never be overemphasized in engineering and engineering
technology education. The ability of mathematical analysis and physical understanding is considered a merit
among engineers and technicians. However, major reports [1–6] have been released by highly respected U.S.
academic, scientific, and business organizations on the need to improve science and mathematics education
[7]. Although a great many of programs in engineering or engineering technology have strong curriculum
requirements on math and science, it is perceptible that a gap exists between math/science education and
engineering/technology education. In some cases, when a theory in math/science is taught, the instructor
will not mention its particular applications into engineering/technology, and the students have no ideas how
to apply the theory into the engineering and technical fields; similarly, when anengineering, especially
engineering technology, course is taught, the students or sometimes even theinstructor lack an advanced,
analytical point of view. This is especially true in community colleges, one of whose objectives is to serve
as a feeder to four-year universities. A number of recommendations [8]have been made to solve the issue,
including increased communication between mathematics and engineering faculty, development of joint
resources for problematic areas. In this paper, a new course integrating math and engineering and technology
is proposed.

The Electronics and Computer Engineering Technology (ECET) Programin School of Computing, Univer-
sity of Southern Mississippi (USM) endeavors to improve the learning environment, nurture the development
of critical thinking skills, develop knowledge and technology expertise, and inspire the students’ interests
in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Through this goal, the ECET supports the
mission of the university and the college of providing the basic skills and perspectives essential for preparing
graduates for effective participation in contemporary life.

The ECET program is taking actions to promote greatly its academic standing by offering more higher-level
engineering and technology courses. Several electrical engineeringcourses, such aselectromagnetic fields
and waves, digital signal processing, antenna analysis and design, signals and systems, have already been
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offered as a part of the effort. Because of the analytical nature of these courses, to achieve this goal, we
require that students have profound mathematical skills. MAT280 (differential equations) is required for
EET students, in addition to MAT167 (calculus I), MAT168 (calculus II), and MAT169 (calculus III) that
are required for both EET and CET students.

The ECET program has an enrollment of economically disadvantaged students, first generation college
students, and non-traditional students. A large number of students in ECETprogram are transfer students
from local community colleges. A survey of the grades of students majoring inEET and CET taking
MAT167, MAT168, MAT169 and MAT280 shows that during the five-year period from 2003 to 2007, the
average GPA of 85 CET students taking courses MAT167, MAT168, andMAT169 is 1.32, and the average
GPA of 167 EET students taking courses MAT167, MAT 168, MAT169, and MAT280 is 1.43, both are
far below the university requirements. Details are tabulated in Table 1, where Ns stands for the number of
students taking the course during 2003-2007. The unsatisfactory math performance has limited the student
development in engineering and technology. The struggle in math skills in analytical engineering technology
courses is one of the major reasons that account for student suspensions and dropouts.

Table 1: Math GPA of CET and EET students during 2003-2007

MAT167 MAT168 MAT169 MAT280 Overall
Ns GPA Ns GPA Ns GPA Ns GPA Ns GPA

CET 50 1.32 30 1.27 9 1.60 85 1.32
EET 77 1.25 54 1.44 27 1.63 9 2.22 167 1.43

Through the interactions with students, ECET instructors have found that alarge number of students have
difficulties applying fundamental science and mathematics into engineering andtechnology. Although the
instructors spend a lot of time and effort each semester to review the fundamentals, the outcome is not
always satisfactory. There are basically two major reasons. The first one is the students’ unsatisfactory
math performance stated above. For example, most transfer students do not have a solid foundation in
mathematics education before joining a four-year university. Necessaryhelp should be provided to these
students for a smooth transition into the university community, and an appropriate solution to the problem
is essential. The second reason is that a great number of students majoringin the engineering technology
program are working students or returning adult learners. Time conflictforbids them from spending enough
time for a solid understanding of prerequisite mathematical fundamentals. An efficient instruction method
is clearly critical for student success, which is in turn a key to the achievement of the university goals.

2 INTEGRATING HIGHER-LEVEL MATH AND SCIENCE INTO EET COURSES

Our traditional instruction methods put the weight on hands-on skills. Almost every EET course has a
separate, corresponding laboratory course or a laboratory sessionembedded in the course. We have found
that our students, even transferred students who do not have solid theoretical foundations are able to learn
the technical information easily. However, shortcomings have been foundin the instruction method. The
lack of higher-level skills in math and physics degrades the outcomes of ourinstruction. Since 2005, we
have introduced purposefully more advanced analytical methods in our engineering technology curricula.
Higher-level mathematical explanations and physical insights are integratedinto technology courses such as
analog communication systems, digital communications, andelectric power generation, transmission, and
distribution. The typical steps of our procedure of delivering a major topic inelectric power generation,
transmission, and distributionare described as follows.
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1. Step 1: concise, theoretical statements are proposed. The theoreticalstatements are usually higher-
level conclusions of other pertinent courses that the students have already taken. Johann Friedrich
Herbart suggested that instructors should first prepare the pupils to beready for a new lesson, and
associate the new lesson with ideas studied earlier [9]. The rule applies here. Relating new theory to
what students have learned help them understand the theory.

2. Step 2: once the theory is proposed, every effort should be taken toexplain the physics behind the
theory. Practical examples are usually used to help the students in the understanding of the theory.

3. Step 3: after the students completely understand the theory (and naturalderivations of the statements,
if any), the technical information can be delivered in a way that is easy andstraightforward.

This instruction improves the students’ performance inside and outside of theclassroom. One direct benefit
of this instruction method is that the students know how things work and know why things work. Students
will be able to grasp new emerged technologies quickly, and even be inspired to propose their own new ideas
and solutions. Paper [10] reported the student skills in math and physics, illustrated the instruction method,
and summarized the outcomes and evaluation of the teaching method from a senior courseelectric power
generation, transmission, and distributionthat adopts this method. The statistical report suggests that the
students have a better understanding of engineering technology problemsfrom this new teaching method
than from traditional teaching method. The students have increased interest to engage in lifelong learning
processes, have further exposure to other EET areas, and enjoy thelearning experience. The instruction
method has better learning results than traditional ones.

3 PROPOSEDCOURSE

With the experience in the recent three years, the ECET faculty has felt a significant need to improve the
students’ performance in math courses. However, the nature of the student enrollment determines that the
traditional ways for improvement of math skills such as traditional tutorial services in math classes do not
work. One of the reasons is that in most of the traditional math classes, engineering and technology appli-
cations are merely integrated into the abstract mathematical concepts. However, bridging the gap between
math and engineering technology curricula has been proved to be able to improve students’ performance
effectively [10].

Encouraged by responses from students, we have developed a new course that serves as a technical elective
to present to the students the analytical method. Unlike any traditional coursein science, technology, en-
gineering, or mathematics, the proposed course is a comprehensive integration of all related topics, with a
target of junior, senior and graduate students in engineering and technology. The prerequisite of the course
is a junior standing, which means the students have already had basic concepts and skills in circuit analysis,
along with mathematical fundamentals. The highlights of the course are described as follows.

• First, the course is concise and efficient. Only the science and mathematics that is necessary to the
corresponding engineering and technology curriculum is covered. This is beneficial to the working
students and returning adult learners who suffer a time limitation.

• Second, the course is comprehensive and helpful. Any major science and mathematics skills that are
necessary to the engineering and technology curriculum will be covered. This greatly relieves the
burden when the instructors teach any engineering and technology course.
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• Third, the course is open to future needs. Topics in science and mathematicscould be easily added
corresponding to any change in the engineering and technology curriculum; new engineering and
technology applications could be easily updated with the corresponding science and mathematics
topics.

The content of the course includes typical topics that are mostly encountered in electrical and computer engi-
neering and technology courses. These topics usually demand harsh mathematical and science requirements
on students. Several examples are listed below.

• Topics inalgebra: complex numbers, eigen-functions, Euler’s identity, polynomials, vector analysis.
These topics are most likely found inelectrical power, electromagnetic fields and waves, digital signal
processing, anddigital communications.

• Topics incalculus: Taylor’s expansion, integrals, and differential equations. They aremostly encoun-
tered incommunicationsandelectromagnetic fields and waves.

• Topics in linear algebra: matrix manipulation, which is needed in discussion of error detection and
correction schemes indigital communications.

• Topics inspecial functions: Bessel functions, Dirac function, and Sinc function. These functionsare
helpful in understanding some concepts indigital signal processingandcommunications.

• Topics intransformation analysis: Fourier transform, Laplace transform, and z-transform. A complete
understanding of these transformations is an essential skill inadvanced circuit analysis, digital signals
and systems, anddigital signal processing.

The proposed course has several anticipated impacts.

• The course has direct and instant impact on the students in our EET and CET programs. From our
two-year instructions, it is expected that the course is able to improve the ECET students’ academic
performance, and the ECET program will function more efficiently in providing students with a broad
education that is founded on analytical principles and processes combined and implemented with
modern technology.

• As stated above, the course has direct impacts on the working students, returning adult learners. This
course offers them an efficient method to improve their science and mathematics foundation, which
in turn, will improve their academic performance in engineering and technology.

• The course affects place-bound students and true distance learners.By various distance education
methods, the course could be of benefit to any one who is interested, as well as enrolled students. The
course helps nurture life-long learners.

• The course is a multidisciplinary course. It is able to get all STEM students involved. The course in-
spires the science and mathematics students’ interests in engineering and technology through practical
applications of theories. On the other hand, various engineering applications enhance the students’
understanding of abstract topics in science and mathematics.

The outcome of the course will be evaluated by both direct and indirect methods.
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• The course can be evaluated indirectly by various surveys. Two types of surveys will be conducted:
student survey and instructor survey. The course evaluation criterionof USM will be used to eval-
uate the student learning outcomes. The evaluation results along with students’ feedback during the
teaching of the new course will be assessed. Reviews, comments and suggestions will be collected
and analyzed from users within the USM community.

• The course can also be assessed directly through the student performance. The instructor will evaluate
the student performance on the application of science and mathematics knowledge into engineering
and technology courses. The performance of students that take the proposed course and that do not
take the course will be analyzed.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new teaching experience is presented. The experienceof integrating more advanced mathe-
matics and science into engineering technology curricula is discussed. A new course is proposed that will
effectively improve the mathematics and science performance of electrical and computer engineering tech-
nology students. The course covers most of the theories that have included in the ECET curricula. For the
purpose of conciseness, the course covers only the topics that are likely needed by ECET students. The
major topics are discussed in the paper. The course has positive impacts onthe working students, returning
adult learners, place-bound, and time-bound students. This course offers them an efficient method to im-
prove their science and mathematics foundation, which in turn, will improve theiracademic performance in
electronics and computer engineering and technology.
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